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Main Point of Information

The best Image file to give to a print Publisher is:

HIGH RESOLUTION
(300 ppi)

RGB
(Red-Green-Blue)

file_name.tif
(universal file format)



Images Size/Resolution

The first rule of image preparation is always capture as big a file as you 
can manage easily (usually 300ppi) because you can always decrease 
images size. Increasing an image’s size after the fact will most likely 
degrade the quality.

The next rule of image preparation is: Know the end result of your image 
be it print, multimedia or web. 

Commonly used resolutions: (in ppi [pixels per inch] and file type)
Printing = 300 or < (.tif)
PowerPoint = 150 – 72 (.tif, .png, .jpg and .bmp)
Web = 72 (.png, .jpg or .gif)

Image file size is determined by
W (width)
H (height)
Resolution (pixels per inch, ppi) 



Images Size/Resolution

Scans of various materials are often made for inclusion in a publication. 
Be sure to have the scans made to the size you need (H/W) with a 
resolution of 300 ppi. Any good flatbed scanner will fulfill this 
requirement. Items that are too large for the scanner or are not flat 
should be photographed digitally at the highest possible resolution 
setting of the camera.

Remember  you can always reduce an image’s size so it is always better 
to have a bit too much than one that is insufficient from the start and 
try to “fix” it, which will not work.  Also quality is always critical, for 
example if a photograph is out of focus it will always look fuzzy 
regardless of how much tweaking in PS is attempted.

We had a saying in the printing business about images:

“Crap in, crap out!” though we didn’t say “crap”.

In short, make sure you start with the best possible images.



Images Size/Resolution

I recommend using Adobe Photoshop for processing 
your images. Most of the WFU laptops have the CS3 
version (keyed) ready for your use. It is found by:

Start – Digital Media Tools – Imaging Tools –
Photoshop CS3 (professional)

Do NOT use Photoshop Elements 6.0 or Corel Paint  
There is nothing wrong with these tools except my 

screen grab illustrations will be of no help with those 
programs.



Images Size/Resolution

Once PS (Photoshop) is up and running (you will have 
to OK the “Key” that is offered to you) then open an 
image

File – Open
Browse to an image in your
Userdata – OK
Once the image is open…

Then from the pull-down menu:

Image – Image Size…



Images Size/Resolution

The Image Size dialog box
This is where the information 
about your image’s dimensions 
and resolution are displayed.

If you are changing dimensions 
but need the resolution to remain 
the same then make sure all three 
boxes are checked, especially, 
Constrain Proportions, to avoid 
image distortions. The Link 
symbol will appear connecting the 
Width and Height. Then if you 
were to alter the Width, the Height 
would change proportionally and 
the resolution would remain the 
same.



Images Size/Resolution

If you are changing dimensions in order to alter the resolution then make sure 
Resample Image is UNchecked. The Link symbol will appear connecting the 
Width, Height and Resolution. Then if you were to alter the Width, the Height 
would change proportionally and the resolution would also change 
proportionally.  The Pixel Dimension remains the same (over all image size)



File Types

This leads us the next topic File Types. 
After you make alterations to an image you should do 
Save As… which allows you to change the image’s 

name, location and file type.
The new name should indicate the images readiness 

for print, i.e.  image_final.tif
The new location might be a folder called final images
The new file type should be .tif !



File Types

In the upper left you 
can see the files original 
name with the (RGB/8) 
which means Red-
Green-Blue color space 
at 8 Bits color depth. 
(This is fairly standard 
digital camera/scanner 
generated image 
formats). In the middle a 
new name has been 
entered and at the 
bottom the new file type 
designation. In this case 
the location was not 
changed.



File Types

When you Save As a .tif you 
will be offered this dialog 
box of Options. What you 
see here are the defaults 
and go ahead and OK this 
as shown. The “None” in the 
compression area is 
important to keep as is.



File Types

.tif – universal image file type, usually high resolution

.psd - Photoshop file, usually high resolution, layered

.jpg – universal web image type, usually low resolution, 
intended for photographic images, lossy 
compression to reduce size

.png – Alternative to .jpg, 24 bit, lossless compression, 
better image quality than .jpg, a bit larger file size

.pdf – (Portable Document Format) low resolution for 
web and e-mail, medium resolution for printing and 
high resolution for press

Again - .tif is the best to use to insure it can be used by 
anyone to which it is given.



Color to Black and White Conversion

Color publication can be very expensive and if the 
color of the images is not critical to what you are 
presenting, to save money you might be requested 
to convert your images to Black and White.  PS can 
do this in a number of ways. I will show you the 
easiest and best one.

With an image Open in PS go to the pull down menu 
and use:

Image – Adjustments – Black & White

A dialog box with slider adjustments will show



Color to Black and White Conversion

The arrow shows 
you the adjustment  
sliders that you 
click/hold on and 
move back and forth 
until the image looks 
best to you. Then 
OK. This will take 
some trial and error 
but play around and 
you can get very 
nice results.

“OK” the conversion then do a Save As then indicate the 
B&W in a new file name image_name_bw.tif



Color to Black and White Conversion

The Image on the left was converted with the method just 
described while the one on the right was done with the old 
“Grayscale” conversion. The stronger contrast in the image 
on the left makes it a more dramatic image.



Adding Image Notations

There may be a need to add notations or text in an 
image to direct the intended viewers attention to 
specific details. PS can help you make almost any 
additions you can imagine.  The following example 
will show how the use of Layers in PS can place the 
notation, of your making, where ever you need it to 
be.



Adding Image Notations

From the bottom right 
of the Layers Palette 
a new Layer was 
made by clicking the 
button indicated by 
the arrow. Then a 
box was drawn using 
the Marque Tool in 
the upper left and 
Stroked the box with 
red (Edit – Stroke)

The Text is added with the Text Tool in the lower left. Just click 
in the image area and begin typing…



Adding Image Notations

After completing your 
notation do a Save As 
and indicate something 
like: 
image_file_notation.psd
You want keep the 
layered version also in 
case you need to make 
changes in your notation.
Then go to the pull down 
menu Layers – Flatten
This merges the layers.

Another Save As image_file_notation_final.tif and you’re done. 



Adding Image Notations



Adding Image Notations



Image Management and File Naming

So now all of your images are ready…What next?
Organizing them to go with the book. This is where it 

gets FUN!
Make sure all your “final” versions are collected 

together in a folder and your originals and working 
versions are in their respective folders. Now burn 
them to DVD, label, sleeve and store the disks for 
safe keeping.

Now make a folder for each chapter of your book and 
place the images for that chapter in the appropriate 
folder.



Image Management and File Naming

Now rename each image by right clicking on the image 
and selecting Rename. In the order they will be 
referenced in the text, one naming scheme might be:

chpt1_plate1.tif 
chpt1_plate2.tif                             Etc…

Create an Excel spread sheet or Word document that 
FULLY describes each of your images as you have 
named them, including any caption, credits and 
copyrights. Save this document with the other 
essential book documentation.



Image Management and File Naming

You have probably gotten a feel for my preferred 
approach to file naming from the examples shown so 
far. To sum it up might be:

Keep it short, sweet and concise. No “special “ 
characters (!@#$%^&*(){}[]/ \ etc…) only – and _ to 
go between words, no blank spaces and
all LOWER CASE!

chpt1_plate1.tif       image_file_notation_final.tif 
chpt1_plate2.tif          image_final.tif                  Etc…



Image Transfer Methods

The absolute best method of transferring your book 
and all of it’s images to your publisher is burning 
them to DVD(s) [use DVD-R] and mailing them. 

There are other methods depending on the situation:
E-mailing an image from your WFU account would be 

difficult as the attachment file size limit is about 
3MB, which is smaller than most high resolution 
images. If you had a Gmail account you can attach 
files as large as 10MB, which might get you through.

A really good publisher might have an FTP (File 
Transfer Protocall) portal which would allow you to 
send files directly to a server via the internet.



Image Transfer Methods

There is an free internet service for transferring files 
called:

http://www.yousendit.com
I have used it MANY time over the years and had great 

results and no spam or any other unpleasant 
repercussions. It is FREE, you can set up a login if 
you want but it is not required and they do offer a 
paid level but I have never gone to that extent. They 
will allow you to put up to 1GB of images on their 
server then they send an email to who ever you need 
to receive then about how to download the images.

This would be great for late or replacement images.

http://www.yousendit.com/


Copyright ©

I am NOT a Copyright Attorney! But I can give a tip for 
marking your original images. 

Using the notation procedure just mentioned place a 
text layer so that the phrase:

Your Name © 200*  is somewhere in the image like:

Your image now 
has basic
protection.



Copyright ©

Permission to use Copyrighted material can be 
received from the originator of the material, their 
estate, or museums that own their original work.

Expect a good bit of leg work getting these 
permissions. These permissions are rarely FREE.

Make sure the image file they supply to you meets your 
size/resolution requirements. 

They will likely reserve approval on any alterations you 
may want to make, like cropping, etc…

Good reading -
http://www.copyright.com/ccc/viewPage.do?pageCode=cr10-n

http://www.copyright.com/ccc/viewPage.do?pageCode=cr10-n


Paper

If the destination of your images is a book then the 
paper it is printed on is a critical factor in the 
effective presentation of the images you have 
prepared.  Printing papers come in two types:

Coated (covered with a fine varnish like surface)
Un-coated (an untreated matte surface)

To insure your images are crisp, sharp and colorful you need a 
bright white coated paper. Some good brands are:

Summerset, Utopia and McCoy
Paper is rated in pounds “lbs.” insist on something that is not too 

fine so that it has some body and is durable. Lighter weight 
papers tear easily.



Quiz !

1. What are the basic specifics about the image file(s) I 
should supply to my publisher?



Quiz !

1. What are the basic specifics of the image file(s) I 
should supply to my publisher?

300ppi, RGB, .tif file



Quiz !

2. Why are images found in a Google Image search 
unsuitable for your book? (2 part answer)



Quiz !

2. Why are images found in a Google Image search 
unsuitable for your book? (2 part answer)

A. Web images are NOT 300ppi and they are NOT .tif !



Quiz !

2. Why are images found in a Google Image search 
unsuitable for your book? (2 part answer)

A. Web images are NOT 300ppi and they are NOT .tif !
B. You don’t have a Copyright for it.



?

Any Questions?

marleyps@wfu.edu
758-4803

mailto:marleyps@wfu.edu
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